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Abstract—For existing sensor systems, the power consumption of radio for idle listening is in the same order with that for transmitting. In order to prolong the lifetime of sensor networks, we propose a reliable and energy-efficient data aggregation scheme (Reed) to reduce idle listening time. In this application scenario, each sensor node periodically detects the environment and is allowed to send one and only one data packet in each sampling period $T$. Based on this property, the idle listening time can be significantly reduced by node scheduling, while the network routing topology is maintained. Three techniques are used in Reed: First, the sensor nodes in the network are divided into two types: dominating nodes and non-dominating nodes. Non-dominating nodes sleep for most of the time and only need to awake to broadcast sensing data periodically. Dominating nodes maintain network topology and aggregate sensing data to the sink. Second, role rotation is used to balance the energy consumption of dominating nodes and non-dominating nodes. Third, for the dominating nodes, the idle listening time can be reduced further by predicting the incoming time of packets from neighbors. Analysis and simulation results show that Reed can achieve high reliability and can significantly reduce the energy consumption. It was shown that when the sampling period $T = 10s$, the energy consumption of Reed is about 70 times less than the network in which all nodes keep active.

Index Terms—distributed sensor networks, reliable and energy-efficient data aggregation, duty cycle.

1 INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks consisting of a large number of sensor nodes are widely used in area monitoring, such as temperature and humidity monitoring in a specific area. Each sensor node comprises one or several sensors, one processor, and one radio. In this paper, we consider data aggregation scenario, where each sensor node periodically generates sensing data and transfers these data to the sink via multiple hops.

Energy is the most crucial resource in sensor networks, especially for the application where the sensor nodes have to work for a long period without replacing batteries. As shown in [1], we know that most of energy in sensor networks is consumed by radio, and the power consumption for idle listening is in the same order for transmitting. For example in Mica2 (sensor node developed by UC Berkeley) the current consumption for transmission is from 3.7mA to 21.5mA, depending on the transmission power. But the current consumption for listening is 7mA regardless of transmission activity. If the radio keeps listening for incoming messages, it will cost most of the battery energy.

Considering the feature above, in many existing systems the sensor node “sleeps” for most of the time and only wakes up when it needs to transmit its own packet. For example, a sensor system was developed by UC Berkeley to measure the traffic on a freeway or at a street intersection [2]. In this system, the power consumption is 1,000 times lower than a content network, in which each node keeps listening for incoming messages. In [3], a sensor network for habitat monitoring was deployed on a remote island off the coast of Maine for four months. In both of these systems, the lifetime of networks was significantly prolonged by reducing the idle listening time of radio. However, they only consider a network with very simple topology that the access point (sink) can send messages to all of sensor nodes in one hop and their methods cannot directly apply to the distributed sensor networks.

In this paper, we propose a reliable and energy-efficient data aggregation protocol Reed for distributed multi-hop sensor networks, where the communication range of the sink and sensor nodes is limited and data is transmitted via multiple hops. In Reed, we divide all the nodes into two types: dominating nodes and non-dominating nodes. Non-dominating nodes can “sleep” for most of the time and only need to wake up when they report their sensing data. Dominating nodes form a routing tree rooted at the sink such that all the sensing data can be aggregated along the tree [4]. Since the energy consumption of dominating nodes is much more than that of non-dominating nodes, we hope that the number of dominating nodes can be as few as possible, while all the non-dominating nodes can be covered by the dominating nodes (each non-dominating node should have at least one dominating neighbor). In order...
to prolong the lifetime of the network further, we need: (1) Balancing the energy consumption of dominating nodes and non-dominating nodes. This can be achieved by rotate the roles of each sensor node. (2) Reducing the power consumption of dominating nodes. Since each sensor node is allowed to send one and only one packet in each sampling period in our application scenario, it is possible for dominating nodes to predict the arriving time of each incoming message. Based on this prediction, they can make a sleep-listening schedule to reduce the idle listening time as well as power consumption.

Our method is different from a kind of methods that called area coverage, as shown in literature [22]–[25]. In area coverage, in order to save energy, sensor nodes are turned off as many as possible. The nodes turned off do not detect the environment periodically, as a result, a large amount of sensing data is lost and the detection accuracy is reduced. In reed, we only want to reduce the useless idle listening time to prolong the network lifetime without reducing the detection accuracy. Another related works are duty-cycle MAC protocols [30], [31]. Duty-cycle MAC protocols are more energy efficient than traditional MAC protocols. However, they have to synchronize different nodes accurately or introduce a long preamble before transmission, which may increase the traffic of the network. In the following sections, we can see that Reed can work under the simplest CSMA/CA MAC protocol and can significantly reduce the energy consumption in the networks.

The remainder of this paper is organized as following: In section 2, we introduce existing related works. In section 3, we present Reed and discuss the implementation of Reed in the real world. Section 4 analyzes the power consumption of each node in Reed and compare it with the power consumption of other protocols. The reliability of Reed under unreliable wireless links is simulated and evaluated in section 5 followed by the conclusion.

2 RELATED WORKS

In wireless sensor networks, several topology management protocols have been proposed to turn off redundant sensor nodes without disregarding the network connectivity. In Geographic Adaptive Fidelity (GAF) [5], the nodes are divided into small groups based on virtual grids. At each time, only one node is required to be active within each group and the others in the group keep sleeping. Each virtual grid is a square with \( r \) units on a side, in order to maintain the network connectivity \( r \) and the communication range \( R \) have the following relation: \( r \leq \frac{R}{\sqrt{2}} \). The limitation of GAF is that each node should know its location, by GPS or other location systems. However, in most of area monitoring application, sensor nodes do not have their position information, or their position information is not accurate enough. In AFECA [6], a constant density of active nodes are maintained by periodically turning radio off, where the sleeping time is proportional to the number of neighbors. In the network, the number of active nodes is roughly constant, so as the density increases, more nodes will be turned off and more energy will be saved. The work in [7] and [8] provides us the asymptotic result on the relationship between the communication range and the network connectivity. Using percolation theory, it proves that for a random network with size \( n \), in order to maintain network connectivity, the average node degree of the network should be in the order of \( (\log n + c) \), where \( c \) is a constant. Our method is similar with SPAN [9], which is a distributed, randomized algorithm. In SPAN, a backbone is maintained and the nodes in backbone are called coordinators. SPAN lets the nodes that do not belong to the backbone to sleep. Since the energy cost of a coordinator is much more than that of a non-coordinator node, periodically a non-coordinator node determines if it should become a coordinator or not. By this way, the energy consumption among different nodes is balanced. However, SPAN is designed for multi-hop ad hoc wireless networks to reduce energy consumption without significantly diminishing the capacity or connectivity of the network. As what we will see in the following sections, SPAN cannot be applied to our data aggregation scenario directly.

Another kind of related works are to compute the smallest connected dominating set (CDS), where each node in the network either belongs to CDS or has at least one neighbor in CDS. Computing CDS is known a NP-hard problem and requires global information of the network topology [10]. In order to reduce the number of relaying nodes in a broadcasting task, distributed algorithms to get efficient CDS have been proposed [4]. Wu and Li [11] proposed a marking scheme to construct CDS in ad hoc networks, in which two pruning rules are used to reduce the size of CDS. Dai and Wu [12] extent the two rules into a more general pruning Rule \( k \), in which a dominating node becomes a non-dominating node if all of its neighbors are covered by an arbitrary number of connected 1-hop dominating neighbors. Later, many algorithms based on Rule \( k \) are developed. In order to avoid simultaneous withdrawals in mutual coverage cases, Stoimenov [13] studied reducing the size of CDS via adaptive interpretation of priority values. Wu et al. [14] used an iterative local solution to compute a CDS, which applied Rule \( k \) to reduce the size of CDS round by round.

However, none of the above algorithms have considered the problems of reducing idle listening time of radio. Ma et al. [15] have studied this problem in a two-layer sensor networks. In their solution, a number of powerful nodes called cluster heads are deployed in the field. Each cluster head works as a local sink, and organizes nearby nodes into the cluster. Comparing with their work, our work explores this problem in multi-hop sensor networks, rather than two-layer centralized sensor networks. Some other methods are also proposed to reduce the energy consumption in data aggregation for area monitoring. For example, according to the cor-
### TABLE 1
Current Requirements for Different Sensor Nodes under Various Operations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processor on, Radio off</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processor Idle, Radio off</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio, receive</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>10(1 mW power)</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio, transmit</td>
<td>17(1 mW power)</td>
<td>17(1 mW power)</td>
<td>10(1 mW power)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

relation of data, different coding methods can be used to compress the amount of reported data [19] [20] [21]. These methods are independent with Reed and can work with Reed together to prolong the network lifetime.

## 3 ENERGY-PRESERVING SCHEME

By now, several literatures have analyzed the hardware characteristics for low-cost sensor nodes, such as [1] and [15]. Table 1 presents the energy consumption characteristics under various operation modes on different hardware platforms: IRIS, MICAz, MICA2 [16], BTNODE [17], TmoteSky [18]. We find that (1) The energy consumption of radio in receiving messages is very close to that in idle-listening, since in these two modes, most of the energy is consumed by the electrical circuit modules, regardless of the RF signal strength. (2) The energy consumption for radio to transmit messages is close, at least in the same order, to the energy consumption for radio to receive messages. Sometime the latter one can be greater in some systems. Existing sensor nodes are often powered by AA alkaline battery that can provide 1.5 volts, 1800 ~ 2600 mAh electrical output. One sensor can at most survive for about 100 hours if keeping its radio in listening/receiving/transmitting modes [15]. Based on the facts above, we can find that reducing idle listening time of radio is necessary.

In this section, we firstly present Reed under ideal links, where we assume that all the connections are reliable and bidirectional: if node $u$ is a neighbor of node $v$ then node $u$ and $v$ can communicate with each other with high probability, otherwise $u$ and $v$ cannot communicate with each other. Reed is based on three ideas: (1) There are many nodes (non-dominating nodes) in the network that do not need to listen for incoming messages, therefore they can “sleep” for most of the time. (2) For other nodes (dominating nodes), they can predict the arriving time of incoming messages in the next period and reduce the idle-listening time based on this prediction. (3) Role rotation can be used to balance the energy consumption of different nodes and prolong the network lifetime. Finally, we discuss that how to implement Reed in the real world, where the links are lossy and asymmetric.

### 3.1 Data Aggregation Based on Dominating Tree

In Reed, each node detects the environment periodically with sampling period $T$ and all of the sensing data needs to be aggregated to the sink. In order to save energy, we divide the nodes into two types: dominating nodes and non-dominating nodes, as shown in Fig.1. Non-dominating nodes do not need to listen for incoming messages, but each of them should be able to send messages to at least one dominating neighbor. Each node has a local clock. After each period, it detects the environment and reports the sensing data to its neighbors, then it “sleeps” for the rest of the period. The dominating nodes form a tree rooted at the sink such that it covers the whole network, called dominating tree. After each period, it fuses the data from its dominating successors and non-dominating neighbors, then it detects the environment and reports the fused data to its parent. In order to save energy, non-dominating nodes do not know neighbor information, it may broadcast the same sensing data to different dominating neighbors. In this case, duplicated sensing data should be eliminated during data aggregation and fusion.

At the beginning, we assume that all of the nodes are in dominating state and each node knows its “distance” to the sink, where this abstract distance can be Euclidean distance, minimal number of hops, or other definitions. Using vector-based algorithms, such as Geographic Forwarding and Gradient-based Routing, each node selects its neighbor “closest” to the sink as parent to forward messages, therefore a dominating tree is constructed. Now, we turn some dominating nodes
into non-dominating state and hope the number of dominating nodes can be as few as possible. The problem is how to determine that whether a dominating node can be turned into non-dominating state, while the other dominating nodes still form a dominating tree. We notice that for a dominating node \( u \), it cannot change its state to non-dominating state if it satisfies either of the following conditions:

1) There exists a dominating node \( v \), such that \( v \) has only one dominating neighbor closer to the sink, that is \( u \).

2) There exists a non-dominating node \( v \), such that \( v \) has only one dominating neighbor, that is \( u \).

Condition 1 can ensure that the rest of the dominating nodes can connect to the sink after removing a dominating node. Now, we give a stronger conclusion: let’s use digraph \( G = (V, E) \) to describe the network constructed by the dominating nodes, where \( (u, v) \in E \) iff both \( u \) and \( v \) are dominating nodes and \( v \) is a neighbor of \( u \) closer to the sink, then we have

**Theorem 1.** Given a loop-free digraph \( G(V, E) \) in which all of the nodes can connect to the sink. For a node \( u \in G \), if \( \forall \) node \( v \) with \( (v, u) \in E \), there exists a node \( w \neq u \) such that \( (v, w) \in E \), then after removing node \( u \), the resulting digraph is still a loop-free digraph in which all of the nodes can connect to the sink.

**Proof:** Let \( G'(V', E') \) denote the digraph after removing node \( u \), where \( V' = V/\{u\} \). It is obvious that there are no loops in \( G' \), and we only prove that all of the nodes in \( G' \) can connect to the sink.

In \( G'(V', E') \), we use \( A \rightarrow B \) to denote that there exists a path between \( A \) and \( B \); otherwise, \( A \rightarrow B \). Let’s prove the conclusion in the theorem by contradiction. Assume there exists one node which cannot connect to the sink in \( G' \) and \( S = \{v|v \in G, (v, u) \in E, v \rightarrow sink \text{ in } G'\} \).

If \( S = \phi \), then for each node we can always find a path to the sink in \( G' \).

If \( S \neq \phi \), then we will show that there must be some loops among the nodes in \( S \), which contradicts with our assumption. For each node \( v \in S \), there exists a node \( w \neq u \) such that \( (v, w) \in E \). We know that \( w \rightarrow sink \), otherwise we can find a path to connect \( v \) and the sink. Therefore, there exists a node \( l \in S \) such that \( w \rightarrow l \). Then we have that for each node \( v \in S \), there exists a node \( l \in S \) such that \( v \rightarrow l \), where \( l \) and \( v \) can be the same node or not.

Now we show that there must be some loops among the nodes in \( S \). Now, let each node in \( S \) choose another node in \( S \) to connect to. In order to avoid loops, the 1st node has \( |S| - 1 \) choices (it cannot connect to itself, otherwise there will be a loop); choosing the node connected by the 1st node as the 2nd node, it has \( |S| - 2 \) choices ... finally, we find that the last node has no choices, where contradiction happens. So we can conclude that all of the nodes in \( G' \) can connect to the sink.

Condition 2 can ensure that all of the non-dominating nodes can report their sensing data to at least one dominating neighbor. The following theorem tells us that it is difficult for a dominating node to determine whether all of its non-dominating neighbors can be covered by other dominating nodes, but it is much easier to determine whether its non-dominating neighbors can be covered by its dominating neighbors.

**Theorem 2.** Assume non-dominating nodes do not have information about neighbors. There does not exist a constant integer \( K \) such that for all networks in which each dominating node can determine whether all its non-dominating neighbors can be covered by other dominating nodes, based on the neighbor information in \( K \)-hops.

**Proof:** Assume that there exists such integer \( K \). We can construct a network with \( K' > K + 2 \) nodes as shown in Fig.2, where each two neighbors can communicate with each other. Node \( A_1 \) is a non-dominating node and the other \( K' - 1 \) nodes are dominating nodes. In this graph, if \( A_2 \) wants to know whether it satisfies Condition 2 or not, it must know the node \( A_{K'} \)’s information. Since there are \( K' - 2 \) hops between node \( A_2 \) and \( A_{K'} \), node \( A_2 \) needs information beyond \( K \) hops, which contradicts with our assumption.

![Fig. 2. An illustration for the proof of theorem 2.](image)

**3.2 Role Rotation**

Using the method in the subsection above, all the nodes in the network can be divided into dominating nodes and non-dominating nodes. Since the energy consumption of dominating nodes is much more than that of non-dominating nodes, role rotation between them is necessary to balance the energy consumption among different nodes and further prolong the lifetime of the network. As shown in Fig. 3, one node stays in dominating state for time \( T_a \), where \( T_a \) is a random variable, then it decides whether to change state. If it satisfies some rules, it changes its state to non-dominating state and stays in non-dominating state for time \( T_c \). Otherwise, it stays in dominating state for time \( T_b \) and re-check whether it satisfies those rules or not. In order to avoid multiple non-dominating nodes changing states simultaneously, announcing state is introduced as a transition state between dominating state and non-dominating state. Announcing state can last for one or two sampling periods. Based on the discussion in the section above and the consideration of announcing state, a dominating node \( u \) cannot change...
We can see that if $T_u$ of node $u$ of time. Here, let $N$ denote the number of neighbors of node $u$, such that $v$ cannot be covered by the dominating neighbors of $u$.

3) In the last period, node $u$ heard a message from a neighbor in announcing state.

Note that all the conditions above can be checked based on local one-hop information, since each dominating node knows its neighbor information. Therefore, a dynamic dominating tree can be maintained based on local decisions. And more, we notice that different nodes may have unequal energy left in their batteries. If one node’s energy left is lower than the threshold energy, this node should always stay in non-dominating state. In this way, this node can work as long as possible (See Fig.3).

In our scheme, both $T_a$ and $T_c$ are random variables. We can see that if $T_a$ is too large, most of the nodes will stay in dominating state, that will increase the energy cost. If $T_a/\tau$ is too small, there will be some nodes with enough energy staying in dominating state for very short time. Here, let $N(u)$ denote the number of neighbors of node $u$, if $T_a/\tau \gg 1$ then the expected number of the dominating neighbors of node $u$ is $\frac{N(u)T_a}{\tau(T_a+\tau)}$. Some results on statistical connectivity of wireless networks suggest that $\frac{N(u)T_a}{\tau(T_a+\tau)}$ should be slightly smaller than 4, otherwise there will be some redundant dominating nodes. Thus, we can choose $T_a, T_b, T_c$ as

$$T_a = T_b = (1 + R)kT$$

where $k$ is a constant integer and $T$ is the sampling period. The randomization is achieved by picking $R$ uniformly at random from the interval $[0, 1]$.

### 3.3 Energy-saving for Dominating Nodes

So far, the energy consumption of dominating nodes dominates the total energy consumption. In this section, we study how to reduce the energy consumption of dominating nodes by reducing their idle listening time.

We assume that CSMA/CA protocol is used as the MAC protocol in our system, which is widely used in wireless sensor networks to avoid collisions and does not need accurate synchronization among nodes such as TDMA. This protocol repeats to generate a random delay until the channel is idle, then the frame is transmitted. Fig. 4 is a simple schematic diagram of CSMA/CA. $\text{Initial backoff}$ is the random time delay introduced at the beginning, to avoid different nodes sending messages at the same time. $\text{Congestion backoff}$ is the random time delay introduced if there are some neighbors sending messages simultaneously.

Each node has a local clock, with independent offsets. In the following description, all the time is based on local measurement. Assume one node is asked to send one packet (kth packet) at time $T^{(k)}_{\text{request}}$, then the next time that the node is asked to send a packet is $T^{(k+1)}_{\text{request}} = T^{(k)}_{\text{request}} + T$

Due to MAC layer delay in CSMA/CA, the actual time to send a packet out is often slightly behind the time of receiving request from upper layer, that is

$$T^{(k)}_{\text{send}} = T^{(k)}_{\text{request}} + T^{(k)}_{I} + \sum_{j=1}^{N(k)} T^{(k)}_{C}(j)$$

where $T^{(k)}_{I} + \sum_{j=0}^{N(k)} T^{(k)}_{C}(j)$ is the random time delay introduced by CSMA/CA. $T^{(k)}_{I}$ is corresponding to the initial delay, $N$ is the number of congestion delays generated to send the current packet, and $T^{(k)}_{C}(j)$ is the $j$th congestion delay. Note that if there are multiple nodes requested to send messages at the same time, then after
time \( T \) they are still requested to send messages at the same time. In order to avoid congestion in the next period, we can modify \( T^{(k+1)}_{\text{request}} \) a little if \( N(k) \neq 0 \), that is

\[
T^{(k+1)}_{\text{request}} = T^{(k)}_{\text{request}} + T + \sum_{j=1}^{N(k)} T^{(k)}_C(j)
\]

where \( \sum_{j=1}^{N(k)} T^{(k)}_C(j) \) is the time delay introduced by congestion in the last period.

We can see that each node sends messages almost periodically. Assume node \( A \) begins to receive the \( k \)th packet sent from node \( B \) at time \( T^{(k)}_{\text{receive}} \), which is based on the clock of node \( A \). In order to reduce idle listening time, node \( A \) tries to predict the incoming time of the next packet from node \( B \), that is \( T^{(k+1)}_{\text{receive}} \). Let \( T^{(k)}_{\text{send}} \) denote the time that node \( B \) begins to send the \( k \)th packet to node \( A \), then we have that

\[
T^{(k+1)}_{\text{receive}} = T^{(k)}_{\text{receive}} + T^{(k+1)}_{\text{send}} - T^{(k)}_{\text{send}} = T^{(k)}_{\text{receive}} + [T^{(k+1)}_{\text{request}} + T^{(k+1)}_I + \sum_{j=1}^{N(k)} T^{(k+1)}_C(j)] - [T^{(k)}_{\text{receive}} + T^{(k+1)}_I + \sum_{j=1}^{N(k)} T^{(k+1)}_C(j)] = T^{(k)}_{\text{receive}} + T + T^{(k+1)}_I - T^{(k)}_I
\]

In order to predict \( T^{(k+1)}_{\text{receive}} \), node \( A \) should know \( T^{(k)}_I \) and predict \( T^{(k+1)}_I \) and \( T^{(k+1)}_C(j) \). This can be done because \( T^{(k)}_I \), \( T^{(k+1)}_I \) and \( T^{(k+1)}_C(j) \) generated by computer are not real random variables, instead, they are pseudo-random variables generated by pseudo-random generator. So their values depend on the random seed. If the node \( A \) knows \( N(k) \) and the seed \( g(k) \) of \( T^{(k)}_I \), it can easily generate \( T^{(k)}_C(j) \) with \( 1 \leq j \leq N(k) \), \( T^{(k+1)}_I \) with \( 1 \leq j \leq N(k+1) \). However, \( N(k+1) \) cannot be predicted, but \( N(k+1) = 0 \) with very high probability. So in order to let node \( A \) receives the packet from node \( B \), it can wake up at time

\[
T^{(k)}_{\text{receive}} + T + T^{(k+1)}_I - T^{(k)}_I
\]

If it receives some signal beginning at time

\[
T^{(k)}_{\text{receive}} + T + T^{(k+1)}_I - T^{(k)}_I + \sum_{j=1}^{n} T^{(k+1)}_C(j)
\]

for some \( n \), where \( n = 0 \) with very high probability, then this signal is from node \( B \). When the whole packet is received, the node \( A \) can turn the radio off and go to sleep. In order to let node \( A \) know the random seed \( g^{(k)} \) and \( N(k) \) of node \( B \) in the last period, the random seed \( g^{(k)} \) and \( N(k) \) should be contained in the \( k \)th packet. Once the \( k \)th packet cannot be received correctly, by analyzing the \( g^{(k-1)} \) and \( N(k-1) \) as well as the incoming time of the \( k \)th packet, we still can retrieve the value of \( g^{(k)} \) and \( N(k) \).

Now, let’s consider a dominating node in the network. It may has many neighbors, including dominating neighbors and non-dominating neighbors. Based on the discussion above, for each of the neighbors, the local dominating node can predict the incoming time of the next message from that neighbor. The messages from different neighbors have different incoming time, and the local dominating node needs to be active if and only if there is a neighbor sending a message to it or it is sending messages to other nodes. For other time, it can ”sleep” to save energy.

Note that at the beginning, the dominating nodes cannot predict the incoming time of the messages from the neighbors. So that there are one or two periods that the dominating nodes keep listening for incoming messages. We call these periods as full-listening periods, and the others as partial-listening periods. As shown in Fig. 5, full-listening periods can appear periodically. By this way, our system can find the insertion of a new node or the great change of some unstable links.

### 3.4 Implementation

Many literatures have studied the communication properties of WSN, to deal with the challenge of achieving reliability routing in WSN [27]–[29]. In general, communication links in wireless sensor networks are lossy and asymmetric, and some nodes may fail due to some accidents. In this case, it results in unreliable packet delivery.

Different from the ideal case, under unreliable links, the nodes communicate with each other in a probabilistic manner. The packet loss rate from node \( u \) to node \( v \) can be denoted by \( p(u,v) \). In the real world, wireless links are not always symmetric, \( p(u,v) \) is not always equal to \( p(v,u) \). According to the link estimation method in [29], \( p(u,v) \) can be estimated by node \( v \) by counting the number of lost packets. In order to know which neighbor is reliable to send messages to the local node \( v \), \( v \) can maintain an inbound-neighbor list \( N_i(v) \): If there exists node \( u \) such that \( p(u,v) \geq a \), we add node \( u \) into the inbound-neighbor list \( N_i(v) \); if \( p(u,v) < b \), then we remove node \( u \) from the inbound-neighbor list \( N_i(v) \). Here, we choose \( b < a \) to avoid modifying \( N_i(v) \) frequently.
Consider a dominating node \( v \), by listening to incoming messages, it can get the inbound-neighbor list \( N_i(v) \), as well as their state and their distance to the sink. In each period, node \( v \) will broadcast a packet in the format described in Table 2.

If node \( v \) is a non-dominating node or an announcing node, the packet format will be much simpler, as shown in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2</th>
<th>Packet format from a dominating node ( v )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID of ( v )</td>
<td>state of ( v )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abstract distance from ( v ) to sink</td>
<td>ID of the receiver(destination)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the set of dominating nodes that successfully send messages to ( v ) in last period</td>
<td>inbound-neighbor list ( N_i(v) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>number of dominating neighbors closer to the sink</td>
<td>random generator seed for CSMA/CA and congestion-delay times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sensing data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 3</th>
<th>Packet format from a non-dominating node ( v )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ID of ( v )</td>
<td>state of ( v )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>abstract distance from ( v ) to sink</td>
<td>random generator seed for CSMA/CA and congestion-delay times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sensing data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In each period, each node sends a packet out. The first problem is how to determine the parameters in the packet.

- There are several parameters can be easily be determined or obtained, including (1) ID of \( v \), state of \( v \), the abstract distance from \( v \) to the sink. (2) The set of dominating nodes that successfully send messages to \( v \) in last period. (3) Random generator seed for CSMA/CA.
- During full-listening period, node \( v \) may receive messages from several nodes. By monitoring the packet loss from these nodes, the inbound-neighbor list \( N_i(v) \) of node \( v \) can be obtained and dynamically changed. If \( u \in N_i(v) \), then that means \( u \) can send messages to node \( v \) with high success rate.
- In order to make reliable data delivery, we say that a node \( u \) is node \( v \) ’s neighbor if and only if
  \[
  u \in N_i(v) \text{ and } v \in N_i(u)
  \]

By snooping the packets from node \( u \), node \( v \) can check whether \( v \in N_i(u) \). Further, it can decide whether node \( u \) is its neighbor or not. So that node \( v \) can maintain a reliable dominating neighbor list. In the scheme, each dominating node selects the dominating neighbor closest to the sink as the relay node, i.e. the receiver. Then, we can get the ID of the receiver. Similarly, we can also know the number of dominating neighbors closer to the sink.

The second problem is that how Reed works based on the received parameters from other nodes.

- The role rotation rules can be checked locally. For the local dominating node \( v \), it maintains a reliable dominating neighbor list. By snooping the messages from the nodes in the list, node \( v \) can find whether there is a node who is farther from the sink and violate the condition 1 for the role rotation. Condition 2 can also be checked: for each non-dominating \( w \in N_i(v) \), by snooping the message, node \( v \) can determine that whether there is a dominating neighbor \( u \) of node \( v \) such that \( w \in N_i(u) \).

- The random generator seed for CSMA/CA and congestion-delay times can be used to help each dominating node to predict the arriving time of incoming messages, then the energy of dominating nodes can be saved by reducing the idle listening time.
- Hop-by-hop retransmission is necessary in data aggregation under unreliable links. Each dominating node stores the fused sensing data during the last period, denoted by \( data_k \). By listening to the messages broadcasted from the next-hop node (parent node in the tree), it can determine whether \( data_k \) has been received by the next-hop node. If yes, \( data_k \) can be deleted. Otherwise, \( data_k \) should be fused with the sensing data received in the current period. By this way, it is equivalent with that \( data_k \) is retransmitted.

### 4 Power Consumption

In this section, we mainly discuss the capability of Reed in energy saving, and compare Reed with other energy preserving schemes in data aggregation scenario.

#### 4.1 Approximation Analysis

Let \( T \) denote the sampling period, and assume the transmission duration of each packet is \( T_t \). Let \( n_{dom} \) (\( n_{non} \)) denote the average number of dominating (non-dominating) neighbors of each node, then \( n_{non} + n_{dom} = n \) is the average number of neighbors of each node. In general, we have \( T \gg nT_t \). And we assume that wireless network is the network is relatively stable, therefore we can ignore the full-listening periods in energy preserving scheme for dominating nodes.

There are four modes for the radio: “Transmit”, “Receive”, “Idle-listening”, and “Sleeping”. Referring the existing systems, we have the power consumption of each mode:

\[
P_{transmit} > P_{receive} \approx P_{idle} > P_{sleeping} \approx 0
\]

However, turning on or turning off radio too frequently is definitely harmful to circuit, and may reduce
the lifetime of sensor nodes. So beside considering power consumption, we also introduce a penalty term $E_p$ for turning on radio each time. Here, we denote $E_p$ as the equivalent energy consumption.

Based on the definition and simplification above, we can approximate the energy consumption of each node in each period. For a non-dominating node, it only needs to turn on radio for one time in each period and keeps in transmission mode for time $T_i$. Therefore, the energy consumption of a non-dominating node in each period is

$$E_{\text{non}} = E_p + T_i P_{\text{transmit}}$$

For a dominating node, it needs to wake up for $n = n_{\text{non}} + n_{\text{dom}}$ times in each period, to receive incoming messages from neighbors. And, it also needs to broadcast a packet. Therefore, the total energy consumption of a dominating node in each period is about

$$E_{\text{dom}} = (E_p + T_i P_{\text{receive}})n + (E_p + T_i P_{\text{transmit}})$$

In Reed, energy consumption is balanced due to role rotation. Therefore, the average energy consumption of each node in a period is about

$$E_{\text{avg}} = \frac{n_{\text{dom}} E_{\text{dom}} + n_{\text{non}} E_{\text{non}}}{n}$$

$$= (E_p + T_i P_{\text{receive}})n_{\text{dom}} + (E_p + T_i P_{\text{transmit}})$$

So that the average power consumption of each node is about

$$P_{\text{avg}} = \frac{E_{\text{avg}}}{T}$$

$$= \frac{(E_p + T_i P_{\text{receive}})n_{\text{dom}} + (E_p + T_i P_{\text{transmit}})}{T}$$

In the formula above, $E_p, T_i, P_{\text{receive}}, P_{\text{transmit}}$ is given and in stationary state $n_{\text{dom}}$ is a constant in $[0, 10]$. We can see that $P_{\text{avg}}$ is proportional to the inverse of $T$. So we can reduce the power consumption by increasing the sampling period $T$. However, the delivery latency of sensing data is proportional to the sampling period $T$, as a result, increasing $T$ will cause the increase of delivery latency. So there must be a tradeoff between the lifetime of the network and the delivery latency of sensing data.

### 4.2 Different Versions

In Reed, three techniques are combined to work together to save energy. We want to know that: if we only use one or two techniques in Reed, how much more energy will be used?

Firstly, we don’t divide the sensor nodes into two types, i.e. all of the nodes work as dominating nodes, but the energy preserving scheme for dominating nodes is still used. In this case, we have $n_{\text{dom}} = n$ and $n_{\text{non}} = 0$, the average power consumption of each node is

$$P_{\text{avg}}^{(1)} = \frac{(E_p + T_i P_{\text{receive}})n + (E_p + T_i P_{\text{transmit}})}{T}$$

In the second case, we divide the sensor nodes into two types but no role rotation scheme is used to balance the energy consumption between different types of nodes. In this case, the lifetime of the network depends on the lifetime of the dominating nodes. According to the analysis above, we obtain that the average power consumption of each dominating node is

$$P_{\text{avg}}^{(2)} = \frac{(E_p + T_i P_{\text{receive}})n + (E_p + T_i P_{\text{transmit}})}{T}$$

which is equal to $P_{\text{avg}}^{(1)}$.

In the last case, all the sensor nodes are divided into two types and role rotation scheme is used, but no energy preserving scheme is use to reduce the energy consumption of dominating nodes further. In this case, if $P_{\text{receive}} \simeq P_{\text{idle}}$ and $T \gg T_i$, we know that the average power consumption of each node is about

$$P_{\text{avg}}^{(3)} = \frac{(TP_{\text{receive}})n_{\text{dom}} + (E_p + T_i P_{\text{transmit}})n_{\text{non}}}{nT}$$

In order to simply compare these different versions of Reed, we set $T = 10s, T_i = 10ms, P_{\text{transmit}} = 20mW, P_{\text{receive}} = P_{\text{listen}} = 10mW$ and $E_p = 10^{-4} W \cdot s$. In general, $n_{\text{dom}}$ is close to a constant. Here, we set $n_{\text{dom}} = 6$. By varying the average neighbor number $n$, we can get the power consumption of each node (or dominating node) for these different versions of Reed, as shown in Fig. 6. From this figure, we can see that: under the set of parameters above, the power consumption of Reed is about 70 times less than that all the sensor nodes keep listening for incoming messages. Both role rotation scheme and energy preserving scheme for dominating nodes are necessary to reduce the power consumption.
two methods above. We can see that based on the first method, a large amount of nodes cannot send messages to the sink. But using the dominating tree method, almost all of the nodes can send messages to the sink.

Secondly, in SPAN all the coordinators keep active, that will cost too much energy. Now, we assume the average number of coordinator neighbors of each node \( n_{\text{coordinator}} \approx n_{\text{dom}} \). Based on the assumption and definition above, we can obtain the average power consumption of SPAN is

\[
P_{\text{SPAN}} = P_{(3)}^{\text{avg}}
\]

Compare the average power consumption of Reed \( P_{\text{avg}} \) and \( P_{(3)}^{\text{avg}} \) in Fig. 6, we can conclude that SPAN costs much more energy than Reed when \( T \gg nT_i \). However, the disadvantage of Reed is that it will introduce more latency into the network. But in most of data aggregation applications, the delivery latency is not the most important issue.

4.4 Comparison with MAC layer protocols

In order to reduce the time of idle listening, several MAC layer protocols have been proposed [30], such as Sensor-MAC, WiseMAC, and so on. Sensor-MAC (S-MAC) is based on locally managed synchronization and periodic sleep-listen schedules [32]. In S-MAC, nodes coordinate their sleep schedules rather than randomly sleep on their own. Before each node starts its periodic listen and sleep, it needs to choose a schedule and exchange it with its neighbors. If a node receives a schedule from a neighbor before choosing or announcing its own schedule, it sets its schedule to be the same. If two neighboring nodes reside in two different virtual clusters, they follow both of the schedules of these two clusters. In general, the duty cycle of S-MAC is predetermined, therefore the energy consumption of these two clusters is synchronized. However, in Reed, nodes coordinate their sleep schedules by broadcasting a schedule, this will cost too much energy. Now, we assume the average number of coordinator neighbors of each node is \( n_{\text{coordinator}} \approx n_{\text{dom}} \). Based on the assumption and definition above, we can obtain the average power consumption of SPAN is

\[
P_{\text{SPAN}} = P_{(3)}^{\text{avg}}
\]

Fig. 8. The approximated power consumption of each node varies with \( E_p \), which is the equivalent energy cost to turn radio on once. In Reed, we only consider the power consumption of dominating nodes. In WiseMAC, in order to simplify the comparison, we assume that the preamble length is fixed.
consumption of S-MAC is close to a constant. WiseMAC combines nonpersistent CSMA with preamble sampling to mitigate idle listening [33]. All nodes in a network sample the medium with the same constant period, but their relative sampling schedule offsets are independent. If a node finds the medium busy, it continues to listen until it receives a data packet or the medium becomes idle again. At the transmitter, each packet has a wake-up preamble of size equal to the sampling period, so that the receiver will be awake when data transmission begins. To reduce the power consumption incurred by the predetermined fixed-length preamble, WiseMAC dynamically determines the length of the preamble. It schedules transmission so that the destination node’s sampling time corresponds to the middle of the sender’s preamble.

In order to fairly compare Reed with these MAC layer protocols, we only consider the power consumption of dominating nodes in Reed. Similar as above, we still set $T = 10s$, $T_i = 10ms$, $P_{transmit} = 20mW$ and $P_{receive} = P_{listen} = 10mW$ and $n = 30$. In Fig. 8, we compare Reed, S-MAC with duty cycle 20%, and WiseMAC with fixed preamble length. Here, we choose the duty cycle as 20% that is because if the duty cycle become smaller, it will increase the chance of collisions. This figure demonstrates that if the equivalent energy cost to turn on radio $E_p$ is large enough, S-MAC works best among these protocols. But in most of the cases, Reed can save more energy than the other protocols.

5 COMMUNICATION RELIABILITY

In this section, we use our discrete-time event simulator based on Java to simulate the schemes proposed. Simulation shows that Reed can work well under unreliable wireless links.

5.1 Simulation Environment and Scenario

In wireless sensor networks, it often assumes that the receiving power $P_r$ depends on the transmitted power $P_t$ and the distance between two nodes $d$:

$$ P_r \propto \frac{P_t}{d^n} $$

where $n$ is called the path-loss exponent and the typical values for $n$ range from 2 (free space) to 4 (indoor). Now, we set $n$ as 3.5 in our simulator.

For given two nodes, some packets transferring between them might be lost while some others might be successfully received. For this probabilistic behavior a function called packet error rate is obtained [26]. Given SIR(Signal to Noise Rate), this function gives the probability of losing a packet. Assume the local node is receiving signals from node $N_1, N_2, ..., N_k (k > 1)$, then for the signal from node $N_i$, the SIR is

$$ SIR_i = \frac{P_{ri}}{N_0 + \sum_{j \neq i} P_{rj}} $$

where $P_{ri}$ is the receiving power of the signal from node $N_i$ and $N_0$ is the power of environmental noise.

Fig. 9 shows the channel model used in our simulator when there is no other nodes’ interference. We notice that there exists a carrier sense threshold $P_{cs}$. When a packet is transmitting to a node and the receiving power of the node $P_r > P_{cs}$, the receiver can observe the channel busy. The channel model used in our simulator is similar to the experimental results in [27] and [28].

In our simulation, we randomly deploy $n$ nodes into an $100 \times 100m^2$ square. These nodes are uniformly distributed and the sink is deployed at the center of the square. We assume that each node knows its Euclidean distance to the sink, therefore each node selects the neighbor closest to the sink to forward messages. Let $T$ denote the sampling period, which is set $T = 10s$ in this simulation. For the role rotation of node $u_i$, we set the duration of an announcing state is $2T$, $T_a = (1 + R)100T$ and $T_c = (1 + 3N(u)R)100T$. Since links are not reliable, all estimation for link quality is based on the received messages during last 10 periods.

In our simulation, we let all the nodes stay in dominating state at the beginning, and run our system for 10000 seconds.

5.2 Number of Dominating Nodes

Dominating nodes cost much more energy than non-dominating nodes, so we hope that the number of dominating nodes should be as a few as possible, while a dominating tree is maintained. Let’s consider the number of dominating nodes required to form a hexagonal grid layout, where a dominating node is placed at each vertex of a hexagon. According to literature [9], we know that for an square of $100^2$ meters and communication range of 20 meters, the number of required dominating nodes is $C_{hex} = 19$. Although the hex grid layout may not be optimal, it produced a connected backbone with very a few dominating nodes.
In this section, we try to analyze the reliability of Reed under lossy links. In our simulation, the sink stores all the most recent received sensing data from different sources. Assume that the sensing data from source \( u \), stored at the sink, was sensed at time \( T_u \). The delivery latency of the sensing data from source \( u \) is \( T_{current} - T_{sensing}(u) \), where \( T_{current} \) is the current time. If the delivery latency of the sensing data from one source is more than 100 seconds, we call this sensing data as un-effective sensing data that may imply the breaking of some communication links. So, we can use the amount of effective sensing data at the sink to estimate the reliability of the network. Fig.11 shows the amount of effective sensing data varies with the runtime. We find that most of the sensing data stored in the sink is effective, that means Reed is reliable under lossy links.

In real applications, the quality of wireless links strongly depends on several parameters, including distance between sender and receiver, altitude of sender or receiver from the ground, humidity of the environment, physical layer coding schemes and antenna orientation of sender or receiver. In a network, different nodes may have different communication distance due to the factors above, and it is very possible that one node can send messages to its neighbor, but the neighbor can not send messages back, so the links are asymmetric. Since environment may change from time to time, for example we cannot keep humidity of the environment at a constant, the quality of wireless links may also change with time. Now we evaluate Reed under asymmetric lossy links and time-variable lossy links. Under asymmetric lossy links, we assume that different nodes have different transmission power, which is \( p_t = p_0 e^{0.5 - R} \), where \( p_0 \) is a constant power and \( R \) is a random variable uniformly distributed in \([0, 1] \). \( R \) is different for different nodes. Under time-variable lossy links, we let the transmission range decrease with the time, so we set the transmission power as \( p_t(t) = p_0 e^{0.5 - t / 30000} \). Therefore, the transmission power varies from \( p_0 e^{0.5} \) to \( p_0 e^{-0.5} \).

Fig.12 shows the amount of effective sensing data at the sink varies with the simulation runtime under different kinds of links. We can conclude that Reed have high reliability under all the links in our simulation. However, among these links, the time-variable links have the biggest impact to the reliability of the system.
6 CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposed a reliable and energy-efficient data aggregation protocol Reed, in which each sensor node periodically generates sensing data and all these sensing data is aggregated to the sink. In Reed, the power consumption of each node is significantly reduced by minimizing the idle-listening time of radio. Comparing with other existing methods or systems, Reed can work well in distributed multi-hop sensor networks. Analysis and simulations show that Reed can significantly extend the network lifetime that the energy consumption of the system with Reed is about 70 times less than the network that radios keep active if the sampling period is set as 10 seconds. At the same time, high reliability of the network is ensured, even if the communication links is lossy, asymmetric and time-variable.
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